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A consistent quantum-mechanical computation of the acceleration and heating of a plasma as a result of
free-free multi photon transitions is carried_ out. The use of the apparatus of quantum electrodynamics in
the computation allows the estimation of the limiting heating temperature of the plasma in a strong
radiation field of arbitrary spectral composition. The expression for the a~celerating force contains a sum
over the number of absorbable quanta. The question of the simultaneous heating and confinement of a
plasma in a radiation field is discussed.
PACS numbers: 52.50.Gj, 52.25.Ps

1. INTRODUCTION

During the propagation of an electromagnetic wave in
a plasma, there occur not only the processes of scattering of the wave quanta, but also the direct absorption of
the quanta mainly in electron-ion collisions. Multiphoton
processes of bremsstrahlung absorption and stimulated
radiation emission during electron scattering by the
Coulomb potential of ions were first considered by
Bunkin and Fedorov [IJ. As to the later papers, which
appeared in the foreign literature, these processes have
been considered in the review article [2 J , as well as in [3J
in connection with the problem of the laser heating of a
plasma. Plasma acceleration was not considered in
these papers.
In the field of a sufficiently strong electromagnetic
wave, a plasma is not only heated, it is also effectively
accelerated by the radiation. Plasma acceleration during
one-photon "bremsstrahlung" processes, or, more preCisely, during free-free transitions in the plasma has
been considered by the author of the present paper [4J.
These processes are in any case more effective than the
acceleration connected with Thomson scattering if the
electron concentration n exceeds the concentration ~h
of the photons of the radiation. Besides, the relative
roles of the scattering of the radiation and its absorption
in free-free transitions were elucidated earlier [5J in the
computation of the kinetic coefficients in a plasma with
a high radiation pressure.
The object of the present paper is to investigate
plasma acceleration during induced multiphoton
"bremsstrahlung" processes. The computations are
carried out on the basis of the quantum-mechanical perturbation theory in the Born approximation with the use
of the distribution function or the occupation numbers Nk
of photons in states with different wave vectors k. Such
a computation allows us, first, to go outside the framework of the quasi-classical electron wave function approximation used in [1-3J and, second, to generalize the
obtained results to the case of nonmonochromatic radiation. The consistent quantum -mechanical computation
allows us to carry out a clear analysiS of the approximations made. The importance of this analysis and, in
general, the necessity for the comparison of the quantum
and classical theories of multiphoton bremsstrahlunj
processes have been pOinted out in the monograph [6 •
Furthermore, the quantum-mechanical approach allows
us to simultaneously compute and compare the spontaneous and stimulated processes of emission and absorption of waves, and relatively simply obtain the
classical limit. This statement has been illustrated
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in [7,8J on the example of plasma acceleration during the
Compton scattering of radiation by electrons.
Comparison of the intensities of the spontaneous and
stimulated processes in the case, under consideration
here, of acceleration during free-free transitions allows
us to estimate the limiting heating temperature (which is
assumed to be nonrelativistic) in an optically thin layer
of the plasma as a function of the radiation power. The
following distinctive feature is also discovered: As the
oscillation energy eEv/w of an electron in the wave approaches a photon energy, the accelerating force
increases sharply, the rate of wave-energy absorption
increases, and fast particles can be generated in the
plasma. The computation of the accelerating force
allows us to determine the effective electrical conductivity of the plasma in the field of a strong electromagnetic field (see, for example, [9J).
Finally, notice that the heating and confinement of a
plasma should, apparently, be analyzed together; therefore, since we have both processes in the field of one and
the same radiation in mind here, such an investigation
is quite ripe. In particular, it can be applied to the conditions in a cosmic plasma, namely, to the envelopes of
flaring stars [4,7 J • In this case the electromagnetic radiation is ~ssumed to be of sufficiently short wavelength:
A < n- 1 3, where n is the electron concentration. This
distinguishes our approach from the microwave methods
of acceleration of plasma bunches and rings, based upon
synchronism between the wave and a rigid bunch [10J , and
frees our analysis from the latter conditions.

2. SINGLE-PHOTON ACCELERATION PROCESSES
If a flux of radiation passes through a plasma layer
of electron concentration n = zno (where no is the concentration of ions of charge ze) and optical scattering
and absorption thickness T < 1, then this flux changes
little over the extension of the layer, whereas the electrons, absorbing photons of the radiation in the field of
the nuclei and the ions, are accelerated by the radiation
and drag the ions along through collisions and the electric field, so that the acceleration engulfs the entire
plasma layer as a whole [4,7J. If the photon concentration of the radiation,

is less than the electron concentration in the layer, then
the single-photon "bremsstrahlung" acceleration mechanism is more effective than the Compton mechanism.
Using the results of the paper [4J , let us give here the
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expressions for the bremsstrahlung emission and absorption probabilities per unit time and per nucleus in a
plasma of nonrelativistic temperature (but in the Born
approximation [11, 12J):

n (ze')' ~.J.'dp'dk {(N.+1)b(e--e'--w)

dp _
dWu,,:=_p_
P,P
(2:n) , nm

~'w'

,

N.6(e'-e-w)

(1)

The substitution into this expression of the formulas (5),
the integration and summation over the intermediate
states of the electron, and, finally, the squaring with the
use of the property of the square of the delta function:
21T02«() -to«() lead to the following result for the emission probability denSity per unit time for the transition
p - p'; k 1 ; k 2 :

where Nk and np are dimensionless distribution functions
for the photons and electrons in the rest frame of the
layer, p and pi are the electron momenta before and
after the radiation event, .6. =P - pi, and E = p2/2m, the
system of units used here being one in which n = c = 1
and it being assumed that w « m.
The force due to the free-free transitions and equal to
f= Sk(dWU-dwn) ,

can, bearing the foregoing in mind, be assumed to be
applied to the nuclei. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution of the electrons over momentum, we have, according
to [4J, that
f= 16(ze')'noT SkN k dk(e wl2T _e-·m )k (~)
3(2nmT)'/'
w'
0
2T '

(2)

To compute the differential probability, we should
multiply (7) by the number of states d/J = dp'dk 1dk 2/(21T)92!
In the case of sufficiently soft quanta, i.e., when k < p
and I~kl < p, summing over the polarization, we finally
obtain the emission probability for Nk = 1 and for one
electron in the normalization volume:
)
ze' )'~I.1.'~2.J.'dP'dk,dk3
dW"'= ( - 2 ',
A,' 3 '2'
b(e'-e+w,+w,;

nm
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(8)

~'.J.2=1 [~ki]!k,I'.

where ko(x) is the Macdonald function. If Nk = Noo (k - ko),
where No = 41T3n / wo (n is the energy-flux density of the
In the presence of external radiation and with allowradiation in the rest frame), then f1 = ~1n, while the
ance for the electron distribution over momentum, to
effective cross section
obtain the emission probability per nucleus in a nondegenerate plasma, the quantity (8) should be multiplied
16:nY8n
e'r,'no
~'=-3- z'ij---;;;:sh(x)k,(x);
(3)
by IIp(Nkl + 1)(Nk2 + 1)dp/(21T)3. We have calculated the
scattering
matrix and the emission probability in the
here ro = e 2/m, V = (T/m) 112, and x = wo/2T. If x < 1,
next (fourth and fifth) orders in the perturbation, and the
then sinh(x)ko(x) ~ xlnx.
clearly discernible relationship allows us to generalize
the quantity (8) to the case of any number s = 1, 2, 3, ...
The corresponding force in a degenerate plasma can
of soft radiation quanta:
be especially substantial; it is also calculated in [4J.
dp"

dW,u=(2ze')'

3. PROBABILITY OF MULTIPHOTON
BREMSSTRAHLUNG PROCESSES

(-i SV(t)dt),

(4)

dr
S1jl+1jl-,
r

ie
V,=-

A= (2n/w)"'be exp(ikr-iwt)+

m

SIjl+V(~)A)dr,

H.c.,

(5)
Ijl=a exp(tpr-iet),

a

Here and 6 are the electron and photon annihilation
operators, e is the unit photon-polarization vector, and
the normalization volume has been chosen equal to unity.
The two-photon process in the Born approximation is
described by a term in the scattering matrix that is of
third order in the perturbation:
S'=it{V,(t)dl

tl',(t,)dt,_i 1'2(t,)dt,+_I V,(t)d~I V,(I,)dt,
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where the index i distinguishes the corresponding quantities inside the square brackets.
Integrating in the last expression with the aid of the
substitution dp' =d.6., and gOing over to the emission
probability per nucleus in the case when ki II ko and
s 2:: 2, we find:
dW,"=
2m(ze')'n'/~_ npdp [~;"-"-.::'.~"-I)lrr' [e'(N.+1)dk],
.

(2nm) '6)'

i

(10)

,-I

where r(s) is the gamma function and .6.1
= P ± (p2 _ 2msw)172 > 0 are the magnitudes of the
maximum and minimum recoil momenta. For the
s-photon absorption probability the expression (10) is
also valid if we make the substitutions Nk + 1 - Nk and
.6. 1 - .6.~ = ±p + (p2 + 2msw)1/2. In the case of, for example, a monoenergetic distribution of the radiation photons, when
N.=4n'n.s(k-k o)/w,

where n is the energy flux denSity, the corresponding
probabilities can, when the spontaneous transitions are
neglected, be represented in the following form:
lWu,n_
(ze')'npdp
(\"H)_",'''-.')
( , - 4nl'(8·-1) l'(s+'I,) v ''"''
,"on

(6)
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~.J.'e'dk
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where T is the time-ordering operator. V(t) = V1 + V2 is
the perturbation operator in the interaction representation. Let us write down the quantities entering into this
expression:
V,=-ze'

II
i~,,"

Let us begin with the computation of the probability of
a two-photon bremsstrahlung emission. It is then convenient to use the apfaratus of the second-quantized
scattering matrix [11 , applied, however, to the description of the nonrelativistic motion of the electron:
S=Texp

~'s!

(e'q)'

(11)

-;;;:;-'

where q = 1Tn/wg and the magnitudes of the maximum and
minimum momentum transfers to the nucleus are, as
has already been asserted, different for emission and
absorption.
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Using the obtained relations and the method of Sec. 2,
we can easily determine the mean rate of change of the
energy and momentum of the plasma particles under
the assumption that the elastic plasma processes relax
more rapidly than the radiative processes. For example,
for the rate of change, due to two-photon processes, of
the energy of the complex consisting of an ion and the
electrons neutralizing it, we obtain
e.=~J n.dpdk,dk,(w,+w,)
15m'4n'
v(w,w,)'
x {[ (8+00,+00,)"'+8"']'_[ (e+w,+w,) "'-e"']'},

(12)

w,+w')}
X { N.,N•• -(N.,+1) (N•• +1)exp ( - T '

companied by the spontaneous emission of one of the
quanta. The ratio, however, of these contributions virtually does not depend on the order.
Let us further compare the rates of one- and twophoton heating. Both quantities can be written in terms
of the corresponding cross section: El,2 = ~1,2n, where
~l is determined by the formula (3), while the quantity
~ 2 as a function of n can be determined from the relation (13). These cross sections coincide with those computed in[1-3J when w < T. The ratio ~2/~1 R! 4e 2qThnA,
where A ~. In (2T/w) is a logarithmic factor. If we assume that the numerical factor 4/A is of the order of
unity, then when (14) is fulfilled, the s-photon processes
with s 2!: 2 turn out to be important if

the distribution function for the electrons being assumed
to be Maxwellian (in any case, isotropic in momentum
(15)
space and in the rest frame of the plasma). Owing to this
circumstance, by making the substitution E - E + ~w in
where nc = (mw/e)2 is the critical flux, in the electric
the terms describing the emission processes, as well as field Ec of which the velOCity acquired by a particle
in those describing the absorption processes, we can
during one period is already comparable to the velocity
extend the integration over all the momentum spaces.
of light, Le., eEctlnw ~ 1. In the optical wavelength
If the radiation is equilibrium radiation, Le., if it is des- region, the multiphoton effects of heating and acceleracribed by a Planckian distribution function with tempera- tion are important when II ~ 1012 W/cm 2. The process of
ture T, then the last factor in (12) vanishes, as it should. heating is nevertheless not faster than the elastic reIn the case of the highly nonequilibrium radiation under
laxation process: El /EePI ~ e 2qw/m « 1, i.e., if
n « lO- s]]c ~ 10 23 erg/cm 2 x sec for w ~ 1016 sec-I.
consideration here, the radiation consists of two comWhen eEhnwv == u/V ~ 1, the two-photon process, which
ponents: the radiation supplied or the initial radiation,
is due to the term ~ A2 in the interaction operator V,
which we assume, in making the estimates, to be monoenergetic and highly anisotropic (N ~ o(k - ko)), the
becomes important. The critical flux with respect to this
order of magnitude estimates remaining valid for an
process turns out to be only a little less than nco
arbitrary spectral distribution, and the radiation proIn discussing the practical possibilities of the use of
duced by the plasma itself. Since the plasma has, as has
multiphoton processes, we should mention the conversion
also been assumed, a small optical thickness, the ,second
(ruggedization) of the plasma spectrum at relatively
component is obviously small, and we can, in making the small, but finite, vallies of T.
estimates, neglect it. Assuming, furthermore, that
w <.< T, we obtain from (12) the expression
4. PLASMA ACCELERATION
t, = S1'2n zn,v ( Szw,qe' )'
(13)
The force due to a multiphoton process of order sand
15 T
m
applied in the final analysis (see Sec. 2) to each nucleus
is equal to the quantity
x { 1 + -T- - [ woEl. (Wm.")
- - -T ] +T'Ei(-Wm;.IT)}
------ ;
2nqwo'

T

2n'q'wo'

f. =

~

Ei(-x)=-

J. e-'dtlt

Jk(dW,"-dW,u),

in which the differential probabilities are determined by
relations
of the type (10). When the conditions given in
is an exponential integral function. The appearance,
the preceding section are fulfilled, the dominant conupon performing the integration in the last expression,
tribution to the expressions for the force is made by the
of a logarithmic singularity is due to the infrared
terms connected with the purely stimulated processes
"catastrophe," and its elimination is connected with the
introduction of a minimum (of the order of the Langmuir) without the participation of the spontaneous processes.
For example, the "two-photon" force f2 R! f2' the last
frequency. The exact value of the logarithmic function
quantity being determined by the formula (13) with the
is not important here if we assume that the strong inexpression in the square brackets set equal to unity.
equalities T »wo and q » 1 are fulfilled. In this case
The contribution to the magnitude of the force is made
for the quasi-stationary state, when the energy of the
by
the terms in the integrand that are proportional to
particles in the plasma does not on the average change,
kl,2Nkl Nk2 , the integration of the terms ~ klNk2 yielding
we find from (13) an upper bound for the temperature of
zero on account of the oddness of the integral and the
the heated plasma:
terms obtained by integrating klNkl being small comT=lIooo (2n'nc' lhwo') "',
(14)
pared to the first term. Therefore, for 2 ~ s < T/w and
where we have explicitly written out the constants nand c 6 R! (2mE)1/2 we find upon integrating with a Maxwellian
distribution that
in the expression on the right-hand side.
-;-

When the three-photon and higher-order processes
are taken into account, we obtain essentially the same
estimate for the limiting heated-plasma temperature,
since when the above-indicated inequalities are fulfilled
in each of such processes the dominant contribution is
made by stimulated transitions of orders (or multiplicities) sand s - 1, the latter transitions being ac-

R!
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_ 8'1'(8-1) (Sze' )'

f •=1'2nnv----41'(8+'1,) m

,_, ._, Olo'q'
(8e v) - T

.

(16)

Using, for s » 1, the asymptotic form r(s + %)
s!..fiiS [13 J , we obtain the approximate expression
e'wal h

f,""(2n)'"nz'---o_= ,
4vmT'l's

(17)
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where y = (8e 2 2q)112 = eEv/w 2 is a parameter, introduced
by Bunkin and Fedorov in their description of multiphoton
heating in a wave field of electric-field intensity E. If
y - 1, then in the sum
(s=2)

only the terms with s ~ (1 - yfli2 are important, so that
the summation can be replaced by integration. In this
case

the acceleration can be stopped only by some other
forces (a pressure gradient, magnetic inhomogeneities,
etc.). The acceleration is especially important if y - 1.
This circumstance can, apparently, be used for the confinement of the heated plasma. Notice also that the
radiative force connected with free-free transitions increases substantially also in a dense degenerate
plasma [4], which, however, requires, in connection with
the problem of multiphoton acceleration, a separate
analysis.

P"":rtz'nsro(wo!2T) 2 (1-y) -'1>,
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where ro '" e 2/m is the classical electron radius and ~ is
the Born parameter. The last expression is valid right
up to (1 - y)ll2 ~ wiT, since for s :;c T/w, the momentum
transfer turns out to be equal to !> "" (2msw)1/2, which
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T /w and. for an order-of-magnitude estimate, we can
set (1- })1/2 ~wIT. so that
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